Analyst – Distributed Power Service
Based in Edinburgh, Cambridge, London or Paris

The Opportunity
LCP Delta is seeking an Analyst to join our Distributed Power Service team. This is a great
opportunity to become an international expert in the energy transition within a supportive and
rewarding work environment.

Your role will involve:

■ Conducting in-depth research. This will include a variety of qualitative and quantitative
research methods, including:
■
■

face-to-face and telephone discussion with industry experts and other professionals
secondary research, identifying and analysing data from other sources

■ Managing and delivering engaging and meaningful content to our research subscribers in
the form of reports, databases, and viewpoints.

■ Communicating with clients or subscribers via presentations, email, webinars and by
phone

■ Developing your project management skills and / or leading projects
■ Building relationships with industry contacts on behalf of the company, developing client
relationships and contributing to the development of the business

This is a great opportunity to:

■
■
■
■
■

Become an international expert in distributed power sectors and markets.
Advise decision makers on how to exploit opportunities in these markets.
Develop a wide range of research, analytical and advisory skills
Work in a stimulating, supportive and rewarding environment.
Take growing levels of responsibility as LCP Delta expands.

What we are looking for
If you have the right skills and motivation for the job, we want to hear from you. We encourage
applications from the right candidates regardless of age, disability, gender identity, sexual
orientation, religion, belief, or race.
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For this position, you will be able to demonstrate:

■ Relevant BSc, MSc, PhD, or MBA qualifications and/or 1+ year’s work experience in
relevant aspects of the energy sectors, working with (for example, but not limited to)
energy companies, technology manufacturers, policy makers, ‘start-ups’ or industry
associations would be an advantage.

■ Interpersonal, organisational and project management skills.
■ Writing, data analysis and presentation skills.
■ Collaborative and team oriented working skills.
■ Evidence of your ability to apply a variety of research methods, including face-to-face and
telephone discussion with industry experts and other professionals.

■ The ability to synthesise information and insight from a variety of sources, to create
impactful research for our clients.

■ A willingness to develop new industry contacts and clients and attend events where
required.

■ Commercial acumen - the ability to think commercially about the needs of our clients
About LCP Delta Distributed Power Service

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The Distributed Power Research Service focuses on the Global gas-based distributed
power market, helping clients understand where gas can play a role in:
the form of natural gas, biogas, landfill gas, coal mine methane gas, associated gas,
and various other gaseous fuel-based applications
meeting growing power demand needs globally (or heat, in the form of cogeneration
and district heating)
providing flexibility services in line with increasing intermittent renewable penetration
acting as a power supply hedge against weak electricity grids or play a role within
microgrids / hybridised plants.
diesel / oil substitution

The research service provides comprehensive market sizing statistics and market projections
for 40 countries globally + 6 regions (Europe, North America, Asia Pacific, East Asia, South
America, and Africa & Middle East), as well as in-depth analysis of market trends (energy prices
and policy development, etc.). Clients include international product manufacturers, plant
developers, and utilities.
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About LCP Delta – Experts in New Energy
Founded in 2004 and based across the UK, France, Norway, the Netherlands and beyond, LCP
Delta provide data-driven research, consultancy, technology products and training services to
companies investing in and navigating the energy transition.
LCP Delta was formed through the merger of Delta-EE and LCP Energy to bring together deep
generation and consumer-side expertise, to provide our clients with a single partner to help
them on their journey and provide them with a 360° view across the energy spectrum.
We are a diverse team from a variety of backgrounds including engineers, data analysts,
environmentalists and more. All of us want to make a difference to the energy transition and
accelerate the path to a low carbon future.

Our Team
Creating a great company culture and being a place that people love to work is very important to
us; we are a collaborative, inclusive and friendly team. To find out more about what we do, our
mission and values please visit https://www.delta-ee.com/aboutus

Salary and Benefits – what do we offer?
■ Rewarding salary based on experience and qualifications
■ Flexible and family friendly working arrangements
■ A focus on Learning & Development opportunities
■ Employee Assistance Programme
■ Contributory pension scheme
■ CSR days – paid volunteering days
■ Team social events
■ Specific additional benefits relevant to UK or France

Application
If you wish to apply, please do so as soon as possible by submitting your CV and a short
covering letter (less than 250 words) via our careers page: lcpdelta.careers@lcp.com
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